
PROGRESS MEANS FUTURE

HYDI Server & Client

IP-based DMR Dispatcher & Control station

HYDI is not only a dispatcher in the Hytera IP network. HYDI also operates as a control station for radio network parti-
cipants with an own radio ID & group assignment, distinguished because of its intuitive handling. With this tool employe-
es can continue to participate in communication from their workplace even without a radio device. Depending on client
application it can as well be used as an alternative for a complex inhouse supply. Also, new opportunities for the emer-
gency service come along: With existing IP-connection to the Hytera repeater network, the group (e.g. winter road main-
tenance) can be controlled from any location.

HYDI Server 
The HYDI server can be placed directly next to a Hytera
repeater of your choice and will be integrated into the IP net-
work. It will automatically apply the connection to the repea-
ter and control the communication of the HYDI Clients.
Alternativ to a complete system with Windows PC, a software
license for Windows with USB dongle is also available.

HYDI Client
The software on the computer is the HYDI Client. It will be dis-
played as an own participant in the radio network. This allows
full integration without an additional radio device. In the Hytera
CPS the HYDI Client will be compiled as a network participant
in the address book with its own radio ID. The HYDI Client pos-
sesses an own administrator- and user-structure and also offers
a radio- and voice recording for extended usage. The recorded
data will be saved on the HYDI Server and can be analyzed via
the HYDI Client depending on authorization. A special highlight
is the opportunity to integrate maps. It is possible to either dis-
play network participants on an OpenStreetMap with corre-
sponding GPS position or to assign participants a fixed position
within a building. Optionally, you can lodge north-oriented lay-
out plans (e.g. plan of a building) in order to realize individual
customer requirements.
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HYDI Indoor & Outdoor Tracking

If for safety reasons the position of the employees has to be monitored but no GPS reception is available, the HYDI licen-
se for indoor positioning offers the ideal solution. Especially in buildings, tunnels and mine installations, the optional
accessories will help to localized the employees quickly in the event of danger: the optionally available beacons can be
entered individually on a virtual building or site plan that is stored on the HYDI Server. If an employee passes one of the
beacons, the position will be recorded in HYDI. Depending on the number of beacons, the position of an emergency cal-
ler can be located very accurately. The fact that this system can also be used as a guarding system for persons and pro-
perty protection is obvious.

Receiver for Hytera radios
For the Hytera PD7xx radios is a receiver availabel that simply
connects to the accessory port. For the same device types, as
well as for the X1e/X1p, there is alternativ an option board avai-
lable that must be installed internally of the radio. Further devi-
ces are possible upon request.
As soon as a participant with an equipped receiver passes the
indoor beacon, the corresponding position is immediately trans-
mitted and stored in the database of the HYDI server.
Depending on the user authorization, the employee's path can
be traced at any time, or the current position can be determined
in the event of an emergency.

Indoor Beacon
The battery-powered or
optionally mains-powered
beacon can be placed for
example at any walls of bul-
dings or tunnels (mining
industry, streets, etc.) and
then stored at the correspon-
ding position on the virtual
card in the HYDI server.

Highlights 
Integration of individual building and site plans

Real time visualization of all movements
Filter by date, time and participant

Position detection via GPS and in building by defi-
ned beacon positions

Beacons can also be assigned a Georefernz for
OpenStreetMaps

Highlights 
When used as a patrol system, a status information
will be visualized in HYDI when the beacon is ack-
nowledged

All positions and status information will be
stored in the HYDI database
Visualization of the patrol paths

Highlights 



Server & Client

Any number of HYDI Clients per HYDI Server possible

Sending and receiving voice messages 
(e.g. single or group calls)

Voice messages will be recorded and saved 
on the HYDI Server

Sending and receiving text messages 
Individual and pre- stored messages 
can be sent 

Participants can be added & unknown new partici-
pants will automatically be compiled as “unknown”

Symbol and radio alias can be adjusted
Possibility to display participants 
in OpenStreetMaps

GPS positions of all participants, or positions of
those that are online, are displayed

All positions will be saved in the database
Manual feed of a GPS position (e.g. in a building)
is possible
Inquiry of current GPS positions of participants is 
possible

Complex data recording for the administrator,
with export function

Radio recording of all events
Voice recording of all conversations
GPS position profiles of all network partici-
pants inclusive display in the map
Text messages of all participants

List of favorites is adjustable for the user

Online/ Offline list 
Ordered according to online status and ID

Display of new messages
Sorting of messages according to type of call 
(private call/ Group call), date or participant

Creating own groups is possible without Hytera
CPS

Optional computer supplies e.g. microphone and
PTT- button

Language (DE/ EN)

Highlights
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